


(To be Used During Testojet BDS and Crank V2 Supplementation Periods)

Well guys, this is it.. the exact training protocol that you will be following for 
the next 8 weeks to radically prime your body and elevate your physique to 
the next level.. Now a few things before we dig into the meat and potatoes 
of the program…

WARNING: This training program is extremely intense.. It requires that 
you are eating and resting adequately. It is also very important that you are 
using Pre, Intra and Post Workout Supplementation.. 

For your pre-workout.. chances are your using Crank V2.. which is great! 
However, if you’re not using something Intra-Workout then I highly 
recommend using BCAA LINXs at 1 scoop sipped on throughout the 
training session..

I also highly recommend you use a Post-Workout Shake in which you 
combine the following:

2 Scoops of Isofactor
1.5 Scoops of Hypodex
1 Scoop of GlutagenX
1 Scoop of Creaload

(Mix with 10-12oz of water and drink immediately post-training)

NOTE: All products available at   www.thepureline.com

1. It’s also recommended that you try and get at least one deep tissue
massage weekly or use a foam roller nightly to work out deep aches
and muscle tissue damage.. This will allow for blood and circulation to
flow through the tissue and promote healing.

2. Try and do at least 3-4 Cardio sessions weekly to promote overall blood
flow and oxygenation through the body as well as aid in the removal of

http://www.thepureline.com


lactic acid. (Use the Incline Treadmill at a level that gets your heart rate 
to 140 beats per minute.)

3. Drink 1.5 gallons of natural spring water per day.

The program itself has been designed as a 2 day on 1 day off split. Every 
muscle group will be worked 2x over 7 days.. If at any time you feel tired, or 
like you may be coming down with a cold give yourself an extra day off as 
it’s very easy to over-train while on this program.. 

You should be able to do these workouts in exactly 1 hour and 10 min. If it’s 
taking you longer then you’re taking to much time between sets or talking 
during your training. (Try and keep rest periods at 1 min between sets for 
maximum intensity.)

Follow this training program for exactly 8 Weeks.. You should always strive 
to increase the poundage on the weights you use every 2 weeks.. Even if 
it’s just by 10-15lbs.

Day 1: Chest/Biceps

Chest

Incline Press on Smith Machine.. Set Incline at lowest setting and bring 
bar right to Neck Line. (Tempo at 3 Seconds Down and 1 Second Up)

4 sets 15,12,10, 8 - (Increase Weight Each Set)….The Last set should be 
the heaviest set. (Really Push on This Last Set and Ask for A Spot if 
Needed)

Flat Dumbbell Press.. Keep the movement flowing at a somewhat rapid 
pace.. 1 Second Up and 1 Second Down.. Do not lock out on top and don’t 
go all the way down.. Try and keep “Constant Tension on the Chest)

4 sets 12, 10, 8, 8 - (Increase Weight Each Set)….The Last set should be 
the heaviest set.



Fly Machine - 4 sets 12-15 reps..(moderate weight)… Focus on brining the 
upper arm across the chest and extending your arms as much as possible 
towards the end of the rep to really emphasize the squeeze on the pec.

- Stretch the pecs in between sets -

(Finisher) -
Dips 4 sets 15 reps (high rep burn out)… After Each Set of Dips 
Immediately do 10-12 push-ups on floor or until failure sets in.

Biceps

Standing Bicep Cable Curls with an EZ Curl Bar Attachment
3 sets 12,10, 8, 8 (increase weight each set, heaviest set last set.)

Incline Dumbbell Curls - 3 Sets 10-12 reps..(moderate weight)… Focus 
on lowering the weights over 4-5 seconds. Do both arms at the same time 
for the first 8 reps and then single arms for the last 3-4 reps.

Hammer Curls - 4 Sets 8-10 reps.. (heavy movement) … Focus on 
keeping your body still don’t swing and try and keep your elbows back and 
close to your body.. 

(Finisher) - Go back do Standing Bicep Cable Curls and do 7 sets of 12 
reps with 30 seconds between each set.. Use a moderate weight that you 
can do for 12 reps)

Day 2: Legs (Quads/Hams)

Leg Extension - 4 sets (15,12, 10, and 2 *Triple Drops)
Start with 3 sets of 15,12 and 10 reps (about 1 min rest between each set).. 

Increase the weight each set.. The weight should not feel light but almost to 
the point where your last rep is about the final rep possible…

For your last 2 *Triple Drops.. Start your set with a heavy weight for 12 
reps, then decrease the weight by 30% and do another 12-15, then 



decrease the weight by another 30% and do another 12-15..You should be 
completely thrashed by the time you finish these 2 *Triple Drops.

Leg Press - 4 sets 15-18 reps (heavy with high reps) 

This is your primary movement.. You want to increase the weight each set 
so that you are just about hitting failure on your last 2-3 reps.. This is the 
movement you should go as heavy as possible on.. Keep feet right outside 
shoulder width on the flat platform.

You should not go all the way to lock-out on these.. Keep tension on your 
quads by going just partial to lock- out on the top and then all the way back 
down.. Use a tempo of 1-2 seconds up and 3-4 seconds down when 
performing this movement.

Hack Squat or Smith Machine Squat - 3 sets 10-12 reps.. Then 1 triple 
drop (this movement is meant to be performed nice and slow with constant 
tension on the quads and hams. Use a rep tempo of 1-2 seconds up and 5 
seconds down..) 

Perform 3 sets as normal and then perform your last set as a triple drop.. 

Triple Drop - (Start with a heavy weight for 12 reps, then drop 30% and do 
12-15 reps, and then immediately drop another 30% for your last 12-15 
reps.. Your legs should be on fire after completing this movement.)

Hamstrings
(Rest about 5 minutes after finishing your quad exercises and use a foam 
roller to roll out the legs and lower back..  then move on to hamstrings.)

Lying Hamstring Curls - 4 sets 12 reps (try to increase weight each set)
These are basic sets with a temp of 4 seconds down and 1-2 seconds up.. 
Really try and feel the muscle and squeeze at the top of each movement.

Seated Ham Curls - 3 sets 12-15 reps (moderate weight)



Again.. basic sets with good control and squeeze at top. Focus more on 
contracting the muscle vs. lifting the weight.. Clean solid reps!

Standing Calf Raise - 3 sets of 30 reps (moderate weight)
Seated Calf Raise - 3 sets of 30 reps

Day 3: OFF / REST - Cardio and Abdominal Day

This is an OFF day or Recovery Day for the most part.. You can do a little 
cardio at home or go to the gym do some cardio and abdominal work.. 
Make sure you are getting  your heart rate to 140bpm during your cardio..

For Abdominals Your Routine Should Be:

Crunches on Floor - 3 sets x 30 reps
Reverse Crunches - 3 sets x 30 reps
Hanging Oblique Crunch - 3 x 30 reps per side

Day 4: Shoulders/Triceps

Back to the gym on shoulder day.. Our goal is to bring us much roundness 
and fullness to the shoulders as possible to give the illusion of a small waist 
and a nicely tapered physique.

Smith Machine Shoulder Press to Front - 4 sets 15, 12, 10, 8, 8 
(increase weight each set).. *triple drop on last set.

This is your heavy movement and should be done with a tempo of 1-2 
seconds down and 3-4 seconds up).. Really focus on the shoulder.. The 
bench should be set up so that the bar just passes the tip of your nose on 
the way down.

*Triple Drop - On your last set do the heaviest weight possible for 8 reps, 
then drop weight by 30% and do another 12 reps, then drop another 30% 
and burn out the shoulders with 15 reps or until failure.

Seated Lateral Raise - 4 sets 12, 10, 10, 8 (go heavier each set)



This seated lateral raise is performed on the edge of a bench with 
dumbbells.. 

Bring dumbbells up and then lower slowly. Focus on the shoulder and try 
not to swing the weights.

Hammer Strength Shoulder Press - 4 sets, 12, 10, 10, 8, (go heavier 
each set)

If you do not have access to a Hammer Strength Shoulder Machine then 
you can use a seated shoulder machine (any brand.) This movement is 
performed with a faster tempo and we are trying not to lock out on top or go 
all the way down.. 

You want to come down to chin level and then explode up and stop right 
before complete lock out.. The idea is constant tension on the shoulder and 
extreme blood volume.

Single Arm Cable Laterals - 4 sets 15, 12, 10, 8 (moderate weight,, go 
slow to feel burn and increase weight each set) 

Do these inside a cable crossover unit. Use a cross-body motion and try to 
emphasize the “Cap” or side delt during the movement.. Be careful not to 
let the bicep or arm get involved in the movement. This should be a clean 
movement that really targets the medial deltoid.

Standing Straight Bar Shrugs - 4 sets 15,12,10, 8 (Go heavier each set)
This is a standard shrug with a straight bar usually performed on the lower 
rails of a squat rack.

Use a grip that’s slightly wider than shoulder width apart and pull your chin 
into your chest.. or look down.. during the movement.. As you pull up don’t 
just try and shrug the shoulders up but instead up and back.. 

This is the key to developing the entire trap region and not just the upper 
traps. You may find it wise to invest in a pair of “lifting straps” most of the 
time your hand grip give out before the muscle does.. In order to really 



focus on the muscle straps can be used to help re-enforce the grip to get 
through the most grueling sets.

Tricep

Standing Tricep Pushdown w/Rope  - 4 sets 12 (moderate weight)

Using the rope on this movement makes it much easier to maintain 
constant tension and a peak contraction during the movement. It’s more 
natural movement that will help develop the tricep.

Go with a nice moderate weight that allows you to put your attention and 
focus on the tricep.

Skull Crusher w/ EZ Curl Bar - 3 sets 12,10, 8, 8 (Go heavier each set)

Increase the weight on each set and try and keep the elbows tilted slightly 
back so that when you bring the bar down it falls right over the head 
instead of the forehead. 

This will keep more tension on the tricep for better stimulation and less 
tension on the elbow joint itself. You should try and go to failure on these 
and if at any point you can’t finish the rep just bring the bar down to the 
chest.

Dip Machine Focusing on Triceps  - 3 sets 12-15 reps (moderate weight)

On this movement focus on keeping the elbows as close to the side of the 
body as possible. If you have access to a seated Hammer Strength Dip 
Machine it would be a first choice for this movement. If not, you can use a 
standard selectorized dip machine.. again just keep your elbows tight and 
focus only on the tricep.



(Finisher) - Go back to standing tricep pushdowns and do 7 sets of 10-12 
reps with 30 seconds rest between each set. Weight doesn’t have to be 
super heavy but enough to really drive some blood into the muscle…

Day 5: Back and Rear Deltoid

Wide Grip Pull Ups -  4 sets x 15, 10, 8, 8 reps  *see notes on assisted 
pull-up below)

Most gyms are equipped with an “Assisted Pull Up Machine” use the assist 
(if necessary) for the first few sets so that you can really work on squeezing 
and contracting the back at the top..Keep the elbows forward as you come 
up and try not to let your body come forward.. Keep it straight…

Decrease the amount of “assisted weight” that’s giving you leverage each 
set so there is more and more tension on the back.. even though you will 
be doing less reps.

*Stretch between sets and as usual take no more than 60 seconds rest 
between sets.

Underhand Hammer Pull Down - 3 sets 12 reps (increase weight each 
set)

Do these one side at time.. adjust the seat so that you’re pulling the handle 
right below chest level when at the contraction point of the movement.

Increase the weight each set but make sure and maintain good control 
during the movement. Do not swing the weight, focus on stretching and 
contracting.

Underhand Barbell Row - 4 sets 12, 10, 8 and 6 reps (increase weight 
each set)



During this movement your body should be slightly angled up.. The grip 
should be right outside shoulder width and you should focus on really 
contracting every muscle in the back during the completion of the rep.

Don’t sacrifice form for the sake of using heavy weight.. It’s more important 
to focus on the squeeze than the lift. This is the most intense back 
movement there is and will require you to work!

Seated Close Grip Row - 4 sets 15 reps (same weight each set, 
moderately heavy)

Use a close grip handle with palms facing each other. Stretch all the way 
forward and then come back and squeeze the shoulder blades together. 
We want to keep constant tension on the mid back during this movement. 
1-2 seconds to contract and then 3-4 seconds to lower the weight.

Again, consider using wrist straps to help maintain a firm grip on the 
handles during this movement. 

Deadlift Off Floor - 4 sets 10, 8, 8, 6 (add weight each set.. Your last set 
should be the heaviest) 

This is the finishing and Meat and Potato’s part of this workout. It will not be 
easy.. But you must complete it for overall growth and stimulation. Start 
with a weight that you can do 10 reps easily for and increase the weight 
each set until you do your max at 6 reps. 

Focus on lifting through your legs and coming back and squeezing at the 
top. Do not jerk or try and “power” the weight up. This is a finishing 
movement that we are using as an Exhaustive Technique to maximize the 
stimulus on the back. 

Use a belt during this movement to avoid any lower back strain and most 
importantly FINISH STRONG!

Reverse Pec Dec for Rear Delt - 4 sets - 15, 12, 10, 8..(go heavier each 
set)



Face the peck deck machine at make sure your arms are parallel with the 
floor during the movement. Contract all the way back and then go forward.

Focus on using the rear deltoid and not the triceps or any other part of the 
arm etc..

Day 6: OFF (Abdominal, Core and Cardio Work)

Day 7: Repeat Cycle. 

WARNING: (If you need an extra day off and are still sore then take an 
extra day off, this will not hurt you or hinder your results.)

Notes: 

• Remember if you’re not using Testojet BDS or Crank VW 
supplementation then bring the overall weight and volume down, this is 
an intense protocol and should be reserved for when you are completely 
“On Cycle With Supplementation"

• Take up to 60 seconds rest between sets… When working bigger 
muscles like Legs and Back it’s acceptable to go up to 90 seconds rest.

• Cardio - Do at least 3 sessions per week at 30 min/session.. Do at a 
different time than your typical training time.

• Diet - Make sure you’re eating at least 6 meals per day

• Drink up to 1 1/2  gallons of pure water daily

• Supplement with BCAA’s, Creaload, Whey Protein and Hypodex as 
outlined earlier.

This is an extremely advanced training program and will  take your 
physique to levels you never thought possible. However, you must be doing 



all the additional work including diet, stretching, massage therapy etc.. in 
order to recover well.

Use this program for 8 weeks then follow it with 2 weeks of De-Loading. 
De-loading simply means that you will use about 60% of the weight you 
were using during the program to allow your muscular, nervous and 
hormonal systems to recover.. After 2 weeks you can re-start the protocol 
again.

Feel free to change out exercises if you can not do a particular exercise or 
don’t have access to a particular machine. Just make sure the intensity 
level and the weights are similar to what’s suggested.

Best of luck and I’m sure this protocol will get you well on your way to the 
best physique of your life.. If you have any questions or need suggestions 
with your supplementation or programming you can always email us at:
info@thepureline.com

Now Get Going and Build The Best Version of You Yet!

Sincerely,
Aaron G.
Founder, Pureline Nutrition
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